Introducing the ProcessMaker iBPMs Platform
The Next Evolution in Business Process Management
Today organizations face a common obstacle to digital transformation. A mix of disparate
legacy and point software systems and manual paper-based tasks lead to bottlenecks and costly
inefficiencies across organizations. To overcome these challenges, organizations look to scalable
workflow software to automate processes and connect their existing systems to their workflows
with ease.
Using the ProcessMaker intelligent business process management (iBPMs) software platform,
business users can rapidly design and deploy solutions to complex workflow problems in weeks,
not months, with a low-code approach. By integrating and extending your existing systems on
our platform, you drastically improve organizational efficiency. ProcessMaker works seamlessly to
automate processes, reduce bottlenecks, and deliver true digital agility to your organization.
ProcessMaker’s low-code platform ensures that organizations see a rapid ROI even for their most
complex workflow projects. Empower business users to solve line of business (LOB) automation
challenges with a drag-and-drop workflow designer to create and deploy business processes
without IT.
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Connect and modernize existing systems Integrate modern apps together with legacy systems
to remove information silos in organizations using ProcessMaker. Modernize legacy systems,
increase productivity and extend ROI on existing investments so you can deploy solutions faster
and at a lower cost.
ProcessMaker allows different business teams to collaborate to build processes by sharing
common building blocks such as forms, screens, scripts, and connectors to third party apps with
custom functionality. All elements of a process are version controlled to ensure strong life cycle
management and good IT governance practices are met.

Automate workflows across your organization with the latest release
of our next generation platform.

Some of the features of our low-code iBPMs platform include:
•

BPMN 2.0 Compliant Process Modeler: Design and automate any workflow in any industry
using process elements that can be easily configured to escalate requests, follow complex
business rules, and integrate external software to turn your business into a well-oiled machine.

•

Screen Builder: Business users can design digital forms using our intuitive controls to create
any form in a matter of minutes, leaving the coding to the experts. Developers can add layers
of code to forms to incorporate complex calculations, data validations and unique design,
putting manual data entry and human error where they belong - in the past.

•

Trackable Requests: ProcessMaker 4 makes tracking your requests as simple as looking at your
inbox. Find out at a glance who is currently working on a request, the status of your request
and wherein the workflow your request is located. Stay on top of your requests in real-time.

Request a free demonstration of ProcessMaker and
discover for yourself how this process automation
software platform empowers you to innovate, adapt
and respond.
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•

Point-and-click SLA Management: Managers and C-Suite can create customized reports to
automatically track any piece of request data and send automated notifications about changes
at set time intervals. This makes it easier to maintain SLAs, track the progress of any department
and stay on top of urgent tasks to manage both workflows and people more efficiently.

•

Script Builder: Developers can code and debug programs that connect to third party systems or
add other custom functionality using popular programming languages deployed in containers
within ProcessMaker without affecting any processes or the rest of the platform.

•

Web Entry / Actions by Email: Allows end users to make decisions and add comments and
feedback without logging into the ProcessMaker platform.

•
•

Healthcare

About ProcessMaker
ProcessMaker is low-code iBPMs and workflow software. ProcessMaker makes it easy for
business analysts to collaborate with IT to automate complex business processes connecting
people and existing company systems. Headquartered in Durham, North Carolina in the
United States, ProcessMaker has a partner network spread across 35 countries on five
continents. Hundreds of commercial customers, including many Fortune 100 companies,
rely on ProcessMaker to digitally transform their core business processes enabling faster
decision making, improved compliance, and better performance.
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Improving Efficiency for 250+ Clients Worldwide
		

ProcessMaker is a Winner

Did we mention we’re an industry leader?
Top industry analyst firms consistently rank ProcessMaker as a leader in enterprise workflow and
business process management (iBPMs). See our latest reviews and rankings from Gartner Peer
Insights, G2 Crowd, and Capterra.
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